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RD53A Heartbeat Signal Readout
Status of repository

• IT-uDTC-firmware CERN FMC and user core constraint files v1 added
→ user io, user clock and user ddr unused were reused from golden firmware
→ CERN FMC constraints were added for both L8 and L12 FMCs
→ The following files were committed:
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/IT user io xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/IT usr clk.xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/IT usr ddr unused.xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/usr io fmc l12 cern fmc.xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/usr io fmc l8 cern fmc.xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/usr mgt fmc l12 cern fmc.xdc
→ /fw/src/usr/ucf/usr mgt fmc l8 cern fmc.xdc

• IT-uDTC-firmware project IPBus files v1 added
→ IPBus control and status slaves were reused from golden firmware
→ The following files were committed:
→ /fw/src/usr/ipbus slaves/IT ipb user control regs.vhd
→ /fw/src/usr/ipbus slaves/IT ipb user status regs.vhd
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RD53A Heartbeat Signal Readout
Status of repository

• IT-uDTC-firmware project top and user core files v1 added
→ The following files were committed:
→ /fw/src/sys/sys/IT fc7 top.vhd
→ /fw/src/usr/usr/IT user addr decode.vhd
→ /fw/src/usr/usr/IT user core.vhd
→ /fw/src/usr/usr/IT user package basic.vhd

• IT-uDTC-firmware project files v1 added
→ The following files were committed:
→ /fw/prj/IT firmware/IT firmware create vivado project.tcl
→ /fw/prj/IT firmware/create vivado project.sh
→ /fw/prj/IT firmware/set constraints/set constraints CERN FMC.tcl
→ /fw/prj/IT firmware/set constraints/set constraints KSU.tcl
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RD53A Heartbeat Signal Readout
Development-related problems

• 1) Implement CERN or KSU FMC ??
→ constraints swapping is solved wit set constraints tcl scripts
→ but CERN FMC is not pin compatible with KSU FMC
→ generic definitions can solve the problem with generate function calls
→ later we can move them to the Physical Abstraction Layer from the IT user core

• 2) CERN FMC in L8 FMC
→ 2x 100 nF capacitors bypassed in CERN FMC in order to solve coupling compatibility issues
→ fanout chip output is measured in L12, and it is 160 MHz (thanks to Alex)
→ but in L8, FC7 pulls the pins C34 and D35 to 3.3 V but FMC connects it to ground
→ we have to remove electrical connections here otherwise the GND pin in FC7 goes up to 3.3 V
→ without this we cannot test firmware in L8 FMC. We would need KSU FMC assuming there is no
such problem with the pinout. If we want to test two FMCs simultaneously we need two KSU FMCs.

• 3) IPBus register mapping
→ currently the control and status registers are mapped in the same way as in the golden firmware
→ it is not a flexible solution in the long run
→ OT uses dynamic register and address structure
→ in IT would be better to keep to keep the fix register mapping as in the golden firmware but identify
the various signals (currently registers lumped into a single large array and code is full of hard coded
”magic” constants)
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